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Artaud got a provide to shuttle to The Peyote Dance Mexico, the The Peyote Dance place he
met his first (Mexican) Parisian friend, the Painter Federico Cantú in 1936 while he gave
lectures at the decadence of Western civilization. He additionally studied and lived with the
Tarahumaran humans and experimented with peyote, recording his experiences, that have
been later published in a quantity known as Voyage to the Land of the Tarahumara. The content
material of this paintings heavily resembles the poems of his later days, involved basically with
the supernatural. Artaud additionally recorded his awful withdrawal from heroin upon coming
into the land of the Tarahumaras; having abandoned The Peyote Dance his final provide of the
drug at a mountainside, he actually needed to be hoisted onto his horse, and shortly resembled,
in his words, "a giant, infected gum". Artaud might go back to opiates later in life.
Artaud. I went to a film approximately Collette, an erotic writer who 'studied' w/ Artaud. a girl I
knew was once there, She sd anything like "Who used to be that asshole?" - bearing on Artaud
in a scene the place he drilled "The Theater of Cruelty" into Collette. Ah, yes.. one other
reminder of the dominance of 'merican ignorance. Who, indeed, used to be "that asshole"? Uh,
a person linked w/ Surrealism, an influential poet & playwright, an actor in either a film The
Peyote Dance approximately Joan of Arc & one approximately Napoleon - y'know? now not
relatively year traditional guy. a man who visited the Tarahumara Indians in Mexico in 1936 to
take part of their Peyote rituals. i have taken peyote. it is a tremendous factor to do. ONE
THINKS LIKE A PLANT less than its influence. I placed down roots. Artaud used to be an
explorer of outer fringes of human consciousness. The Peyote Dance He most likely wasn't the
simplest man to get alongside w/. yet he used to be THERE while the remainder of the idiotic
bourgeois international used to be NOWHERESVILLE. at the again of this bk it really is referred
to as "Anthropology" - that is real enuf. I name it "Philosophy" here. that is real enuf too. Like
loads that i am in, it is not really easy to claim its something or another. Artaud was once alive,
at his personal risk. past that.. who is to say?!
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